CAN……….CAN’T

First read and answer the questions about you!
Then ask another student and write his or her answers.

1. Can you play golf? Me: _______   Another Student: _______
2. Can you rollerblade? Me: _______   Another Student: _______
3. Can you snowboard? Me: _______   Another Student: _______
5. Can you windsurf? Me: _______   Another Student: _______
6. Can you speak Swahili? Me: _______   Another Student: _______
7. Can you cook American food? Me: _______   Another Student: _______
9. Can you understand your teachers? Me: _______   Another Student: _______
10. Can you draw better than your teacher? Me: _______   Another Student: _______

Homework: “be able to”
Write 5 sentences about people in the class. Use the information above, and the verb “be able to,” not “can.”

1. _______
2. _______
3. _______
4. _______
5. _______